Teacher’s Guide
Aligning with
Common Core Standards
for
Grades 4, 5, and 6

With Discussion Que!ions

One dark night, Drest’s sheltered life on a remote Scottish headland is shattered when

invading knights capture her family, but leave Drest behind. Her father, the Mad Wolf
of the North, and her beloved brothers are a fearsome war-band, but now Drest is the
only one who can save them. So she starts off on a wild rescue attempt, taking a wounded
invader along as a hostage.
Hunted by a bandit with a dark link to her family’s past, aided by a witch whom she
rescues from the stake, Drest travels through unwelcoming villages, desolate forests, and
haunted towns. Every time she faces a challenge, her five brothers speak to her in her
mind about courage and her role in the war-band. But on her journey, Drest learns that
the war-band is legendary for terrorizing the land. If she frees them, they’ll not hesitate to
hurt the gentle knight who’s become her friend.
Drest thought that all she wanted was her family back; now she has to wonder what their
freedom would really mean. Is she her father’s daughter or is it time to become her own
legend?

Praise:

From The New York Times: “Drest is a ferocious heroine…it’s clear we’re in the hands of a
master storyteller….‘The Mad Wolf ’s Daughter’ feels like an instant classic.”
From Publishers Weekly (starred review): “Empathetic, bold, and entirely herself at a time
when women were dismissed as weak, Drest shines in this fast-paced adventure.”
From Fuse 8 Production (a School Library Journal blog): “Fast on its feet, never slowing,
never stopping to catch its breath, and yet filled to the brim with complex character
development and personal growth, Magras pulls off one of the trickiest conjuring tricks
I’ve seen. Behold! A book able to pull depth and meaning out of frenzy.”
“I loved it. A heart-warming and heart-pounding adventure, chockablock with mysteries
and deceptions, dangers and disasters. Ultimately a tale of friendship, loyalty, and the
illusive nature of truth, The Mad Wolf ’s Daughter will carry you away.”
—Karen Cushman, Newbery Medalist and author of Grayling’s Song

Honors:

New York Times Editors’ Choice
An ALSC Notable Children’s Book 2019
2018 Lupine Award Winner: Juvenile/Young Adult
A Spring 2018 Kids’ Indie Next List Pick
A Spring 2018 Junior Library Guild Selection
A CCBC Choices 2019 Pick
A 2019/2020 Maine Student Book Award and Kentucky Bluegrass Award nominee
A 2020 Children’s Literature Association of Utah 2020 Beehive Book Award nominee
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I. BEFORE YOU READ…
The Cover

Antonio Javier Caparo is the cover artist for The Mad Wolf ’s Daughter. Like all of his cover
art, he took great care for his work to represent the book. Ask students: What do you see
in Antonio’s work that tells you what this story will be about? What kind of person do you
think “the Mad Wolf ’s daughter” is? What does the tagline make you expect from the story?
Ask students if the description of the book shared the kind of story they expected. Did the
art make them eager to read, or not? And why?

The Blurb

Drest is the only girl mentioned in the jacket description, and the only girl pictured. Ask
students why might the author have chosen to do that? From what they know about this
book, would they expect the protagonist of this kind of story to be a girl? Ask students to
predict what the gender roles of girls and boys will be like in this book from what they’ve
read about it, as well as from the art.

II. “WORDS ALONE CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE”: VOCABULARY AND WORD CHOICE
Expanding Vocabulary (RL.4.4, RL.5.4, RL.6.4, L.6.4a)

This novel takes place in 1210 Scotland. Some of the medieval vocabulary will be new,
and for students who don’t live in places with a geography like the book’s (woods and sea),
the setting vocabulary may be new. Ask students to look for and record unfamiliar words,
define them, and then use those words in their own sentence. Now ask students to pick
their favorite new words and share them with a partner. Have each pair of students share
two favorite words with the class. Keep track of how many times each word comes up.
Here are a few underlined vocabulary words to start with:
“Drest climbed higher, wind gusts whipping at her tunic, until she reached the path to the
sea cliffs, the highest point of the headland.” (p.8)
Definition:

Use in a sentence:
“The larger knight pivoted his back to the cavernous ravine and held his torch to
illuminate the cliff before the sea.” (p.9)
Definition:

Use in a sentence:
“And I can’t remove my hauberk; it’s all that’s holding me together.” (p.28)
Definition:

Use in a sentence:

Similes and Metaphors (RL.4.4, RL.5.4, RL.6.4)

Similes and metaphors can tell a lot about objects in a story. Ask students what these
expressions might mean in the scenes listed below, beyond their obvious meanings.
Students should think about what the characters are doing, and why the author chose the
underlined words, and how these words make them feel.
“Grimbol, her father, had always said that no boat or ship could reach their tight,
protected cove, that the dragons’ teeth—the stones scattered over the harbor—were
hungry for wood and men.” (p. 2)
“A tongue of torchlight had appeared on the path.” (p. 9)
“A tickle of anger wove through Drest’s fatigue, pulling harder and harder—and abruptly
snapped.” (p.43)
“The witch’s eyes fixed on her, unmoving, just like a hawk’s .” (p.115)

Insults (RL.4.4, RL.5.4, RL.6.4; RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)

Drest and Uwen are liberal in their use of insults to express their displeasure or to
tease. Read aloud the colorful insults that Drest uses (sometimes through Uwen in her
imagination) on pages 18 and 19, page 64, and page 228. Ask students: Why does Drest
use these particular insults? How do the insults further the action in these scenes? What
does Drest hope will happen as a result of her speaking them? What actually happens?

III. WHAT IT’S REALLY ABOUT: THEMES AND SETTING
Major and Minor Themes (RL.4.2, RL.5.2, RL.6.2)

As a class, discuss the overarching themes (issues and ideas that the story regularly
touches on from the start to the end) and then list some of the minor themes (issues and
ideas that appear only in sections). Ask students to pick one of the themes and site from
the text where they see evidence of that theme, and note how characters’ actions support
the theme—or complicate it. See how many major themes and minor themes your class
can come up with.

Examining the Setting (RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)

In the very beginning of the book, the author describes the headland:
“Drest left the circle by the fire where her family slept and scrambled up the boulders
behind the camp. She climbed over the crumbling stones, dead tree roots, and clumps of
gorse, past the crag that looked over the spot of rocky beach where her brothers kept their
boats, then higher, until she came to a point where the sea opened up before the headland.
Above her rose the path to the cliffs. Behind her lay the caves where her family kept their
supplies and slept when it rained.”
Ask students: What does this passage tell you about Drest’s home? What details show
how she and her family live?
As a group or writing exercise, ask students to choose examples later in the book that
depict a village, the woods, and the castle, and explore what details the author used to
set the scene. In pairs or small groups, students should discuss what atmosphere they
think the author was trying to create. Ask students to talk about why these settings are
important and how they have an impact on the plot.

Flashbacks (RL.4.1, RL.5.1, RL6.1; RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)

The author shares each character’s past through several different means: Drest relates
current actions to something she’s experienced in the past; Tig talks about his past; and
Emerick, Jupp, and Grimboll all tell stories about the past. Divide the class into groups
and ask students to record examples of how the narrative relates evidence of the past (and
who tells these stories): before Drest was born, Drest’s childhood and family’s actions,
Tig’s past, and Emerick’s past.

Examine a Scene (RL.4.2, RL.5.2, RL6.2; RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)
Read this passage aloud, from page 65:
“Once, Drest and Uwen had decided to battle the sea together. They had stood chest-deep
in the stormy water, pounded by the swells, unmoving until a huge wave had knocked
them both down. In the roiling water, they had torn each other from the sea’s grasp, and
staggered together back to shore. Drest had never been so glad not to be alone.”
Ask students as a class to discuss:
1) What role does this passage play in the plot?
2) What does this passage tells them about Drest? How does this memory affect her
attitude from this point on?
3) What does this passage tell them about the themes of this book?

IV. GETTING TO KNOW THEM: THE CHARACTERS
Examining a Character (RL.4.3, RL.5.3, RL.6.3)

From the moment he meets her, Tig knows there’s something different about Drest.
Soon he starts calling her complimentary names: warrior maiden, then legend. He stays
with the last. Drest is unsure about being called a legend at first, but then says it’s natural
(page 124): “My da and brothers are all legends; I’m no different from them.” But she is
different, Tig insists. From page 157: “Because you ran into a field against six lads to save
me, you rescued a witch from a mob, you’re hauling your enemy around as if he’s your
greatest friend.” Ask students to discuss: How is Drest different from her family? What
kinds of actions do her brothers take, according to Emerick’s stories and her brothers
themselves? Do they agree with Tig that she’s a legend? And why?

Point of View (RL.5.6, RL.6.6)

The story is entirely from Drest’s perspective, but that’s broadened by the conversations
she has with her brothers in her imagination. Her brothers’ voices, though, aren’t their
real voices. And sometimes they give conflicting advice. Ask students: Do her brothers’
voices represent Drest’s own conflicting thoughts, or her genuine impression of what her
brothers would say? Ask students to use specific examples from the text to support what
they think and explain why.

Character Traits (RL.4.3, RL5.3, RL.6.3)

Drest tells Merewen that nothing frightens her, and rushes fearlessly into many
dangerous situations. They all come to a head when she’s at the castle with the guard and
the talisman and for the first time can’t battle or talk her way out of a conflict. But she
doesn’t give up. Have students draw three columns on a paper. On one side, they should
make a list of examples of Drest’s fearlessness—and include big examples, such as when
she advances toward the village boys to save Tig, but also small examples, such as how

she speaks to the guard at the castle. In the second column, they should make a list of
the consequences of her fearlessness. In the third column, have them list what Drest has
learned from her actions (for the early actions, it may not be much).

Character Emotions (RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)

Drest has never been around anyone other than her family, and so she addresses Emerick,
who is accustomed to being respected, in a way he often finds hard to take. She treats him
as an enemy, or kindly, as she would one of her elder brothers, or with harsh teasing, as
she might treat Uwen. Emerick doesn’t know how to treat Drest; she’s the daughter of his
castle’s worst enemy. And so they have fierce arguments and threaten each other, make
promises, and go back on those promises. Yet they both know that they need each other.
Their relationship evolves from instant hatred to something else. Have students, either
though writing or a diagram, show how that happens for both Drest and Emerick, noting
crucial scenes, and describe their relationships’ arc from mutual hatred to close friendship.

Analyzing Emotions (RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)

When Jupp has captured Emerick and is holding the knife to his throat, Drest has to
think quickly about what to do, and then act quickly. She gives up her sword Borawyn,
even though it means the world to her, in order to save Emerick’s life, but then finds
herself captured. The narrative explores how Drest feels in this scene, and gives hints at
how Jupp and Emerick feel. Have students write a paragraph each for Jupp and Emerick
showing what they’re thinking and feeling. Start from the moment that Drest sees Jupp
holding Emerick hostage, and end when Jupp slinks away. Prompts for students: What is
each man hoping for? What is each man planning to do? How does each one feel as the
action progresses?

V. TO ARMS TO SAVE THE KINGDOM!: CONFLICTS AND STAKES
Conflicts (RL.4.3, RL.5.3, RL.6.3)

Drest starts the story with a clear plan—to rescue her family from Faintree Castle—and
follows that plan doggedly. But people and places (and even the weather) get in her way.
She must make rapid choices, which sometimes slow her down. Ask students to list the
major conflicts that Drest faces (things that stand in her way), and relate what she does in
response to them—and the immediate consequences.

Timeline (Key Ideas and Details) (RL.4.1, RL.5.1, RL.6.1)

The story takes place over only six days. Ask students to draw a map (based on the map in
the book or their own) of Drest’s journey and color the paths she takes for Day 1, Day 2,
etc. On a separate paper, have them write a list of what happens each day, and what Drest
is facing at nightfall. Ask students to describe external problems (e.g., not having enough
food) as well as internal problems (wondering what her father really is.)

Story Elements and Plot (RL.4.2, RL.5.2, RL.6.2)

Grimbol’s codes of life and war regularly influence Drest’s actions. Read the codes from
the back of the book and ask students to list what Drest does as a result of each code.
Students should also describe how and why Drest came up with her own code.

Structure of a Novel (RL.4.3, RL.5.3, RL.6.3; RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)

The Mad Wolf ’s Daughter is a quest narrative. The character starts with a goal that
demands travel, and has to rush against time. Draw on a whiteboard or project a classic
quest diagram like the one below (based on Christopher Vogler’s “A Practical Guide to
Joseph Cambell’s The Hero with a Thousand Faces”). As a class, draw Drest’s quest with
a similar diagram, using specific plot points to illustrate the different parts of the story.
(What is Drest’s “call to adventure,” or the prompt that starts her quest? She doesn’t have
supernatural aid, but what aid does she have?)

VI. AFTER YOU READ (AND DISCUSS…)
Analyzing Plot (RT.4.5, RT.5.5, RT.6.5, W6.9)

In every novel, there’s a crucial point where there’s no turning back. A character is
challenged, and has to make a decision, and act upon it. This is the climax, and it’s full of
steps and scenes, and becomes tense and very dramatic.
Have students write the events that are part of this book’s climax. Ask: Why do
you think these create the crucial moment? What are Drest’s choices, and what does she
do? What effect do her decisions have when the climax is drawing to its close? How is
Drest thinking or behaving in a new way? What has she learned as a result of her choices
and their consequences? Have students quote passages from the book to support their
points.
And now ask students: What else could Drest have done? Did she have any other
choices? What would you have done if you were in her place?

B. Final Writing Task (W6.9)

Emerick tells Drest about chivalry (in the past, that meant to protect the weak and serve
an ideal: one of loyalty to a castle or other leader). Some knights didn’t do it all that
well (take Sir Maldred), but it was an ideal celebrated in legends. Ask students to find
examples of what they think constitutes chivalry in the text—or the opposite. Referencing
the text, ask them to describe why they think these examples are or are not chivalrous.
Then have them explore examples of what chivalry could be in the modern world, and
explain why these examples are ideals worth striving for.

VII. Extended Resources
I’ve been addressing some of the themes of this book in various articles I’ve written for different
publications. Here are a handful of my favorites (click on the link to take you to the page):
“Hearing Their Voices: Supporting Female Empowerment in Middle Grade Fiction for
Tweens and Teens,” SLJ Blog: http://www.teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2019/03/feministaf-hearing-their-voices-supporting-female-empowerment-in-middle-grade-fiction-fortweens-and-teens-a-guest-post-by-author-diane-magras/
“Finding the real hero: Dismantling gender roles in the middle grade adventure,”
BookPage: https://bookpage.com/behind-the-book/22475-finding-real-herodismantling-gender-roles-middle-grade-adventure#.XWGKEJNKgWq
“Bridging Sides and Understanding Villains,” Nerdy Book Club: https://nerdybookclub.
wordpress.com/2018/03/18/bridging-sides-and-understanding-villains-by-diane-magras/

Additional Resources for Teachers and Students

Good Masters! Sweet Ladies! Voices from a Medieval Village, Laura Amy Schlitz, Robert Byrd
This collection of monologues and dialogues in the voices of medieval children shares
many fine details of what life was like in medieval Britain. The characters are vivid and
realistic and the history is accurate and interesting. Emotions of medieval children as well
as details of farming, blacksmithing, and poverty make this short volume a rich one.

A Medieval Feast, Aliki
This book starts with a lord’s dismay at learning that his king will visit, which demands
a feast, and follows every detail of the preparation. Along the way, readers learn about
hunting, planting, and food, and the pressures and expectations of a fancy big event.
Secrets of the Castle with Ruth, Peter and Tom is a BBC Two series (clips on BBC Two’s
website), in which three historians explore the traditional building of Guédelon Castle.
There is much about masons, carpenters, and blacksmiths, but also other important jobs
and roles that medieval people had as a castle was built.

The Hunt for the Mad Wolf’s Daughter
Brave warrior, bloodthirsty villain, vicious lass, wolf ’s head—Drest can see herself in
most of the names she’ s been called, except the last. Wolf ’s head. It’s a sentence of deathwithout-trial that ‘s been decreed by the ruler of Faintree Castle: the traitor Sir Oswyn.
And one of his knights is determined to earn the sentence’s rich reward.
It’s also a sentence that Drest tries to keep secret when her father and brothers (the Mad
Wolf and his war-band) flee the castle men who are hunting them, leaving her in a village
to protect the deposed and wounded young Lord Faintree. But word of the wolf ’s head
travels, and Drest is soon in grave danger. Unless she’s willing to run for the rest of her
life or hide as an ordinary maiden, her only hope is for Lord Faintree to regain his power
and reverse the sentence. Drest must decide who she really is and how much longer she is
willing to risk her life before Sir Oswyn’s knight catches his wolf.

Praise:

“Magras deftly balances introspection and action as Drest proves herself willing to risk
everything—and the result will leave readers cheering. . . . A standout among quest tales
for middle graders.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Magras maintains the breathtaking pace of the previous book . . . In addition to
all the action, the book is laced with humor while maintaining an undercurrent
of thoughtfulness. No sophomore slump here: the book is every bit as good as its
predecessor.” —Booklist
“Exciting, fast-paced, and beautifully written! The perfect follow-up to the first book, and
by the end, readers will be clamoring for more!” —Jennifer A. Nielsen, New York Times
Bestselling Author of The False Prince
“The Hunt for the Mad Wolf ’s Daughter is a gripping, white-knuckle adventure. Readers
will love cheering for this unforgettable heroine.” —Dan Gemeinhart, author of The
Honest Truth and The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise
“[This] is that rare sequel that both builds on and outdoes its predecessor. Exciting and
fulfilling, the book expands on the themes of moral tension wrought between individual
conscience and family ties, along with a well developed array of friendships and heartpounding action scenes.” —Publishers Weekly ShelfTalker, written by Kenny Brechner,
DDG Books

Honors:

A Spring 2018 Junior Library Guild Selection

VIII. The Hunt for the Mad Wolf’s Daughter Discussion Que!ions
Before You Read…

The Hunt for the Mad Wolf ’s Daughter follows closely on another adventure, beginning
about two hours since The Mad Wolf ’s Daughter ended. Ask students what they’re
expecting to find in this book. What questions did they have at the end of the first book
that they hope will be answered here?

Identities (RL.4.3, RL.5.3, RL.6.3)

Early in the book, Drest finds a price on her head with a new identity assigned as well: a
wolf ’s head, a sentence of death. It’s an identity that makes her ashamed, and scared. On
page 105, the witch Merewen offers Drest a way out of that identity: by taking another.
“Transform yourself. Become not the Mad Wolf ’s daughter but a simple village lass.” Yet
that doesn’t feel right to Drest. Ask students what identities they see in Drest: ones given
to her by others, offered to her, or chosen by her. What identities would students take if
they were Drest? Do other characters have different identities? Ask students to look for
places where other characters have to choose who they are and what role to play. See if
students can find those pivotal moments (for some characters, there’s more than one) for
Drest, Emerick, Tig—and Sir Fergal.

Orders (RL.4.2, RL.5.2, RL.6.2)

Obeying orders is an important part of the moral code of both Grimbol’s war-band and
the Faintree knights. Drest, however, makes her own choices, disobeying her da’s orders
repeatedly. Ask students to find three examples of this. What are the consequences of her
actions? What would have happened in each situation if she’d obeyed? Were there other
options? What do students think Drest should have done?

Family (RL.4.5, RL.5.5, RL.6.5)

Drest loves her father, but starts to question him early in the book when she sees how he
orders the people of Phearsham Ridge. Later, when she returns to Phearsham Ridge and
finds the village burned, she assumes this was her father’s doing. Grimbol is hurt by her
assumptions and by her questions of his judgement. Ask students how their relationship
changes throughout the novel. At the end, Grimbol makes an important decision about
the future of the war-band. Does he do this for Drest?

The End…Or not? (RT.4.5, RT.5.5, RT.6.5, W6.9)

Emerick makes a descision at the very end of the book that he’s certain will protect Drest
and end the wolf ’s head verdict forever. But in doing so, he opens potential conflicts
for himself. Ask students what stories they see continuing after the final page. What
is Emerick facing? What about Drest and her family? And what about the Faintree
knights? Ask students to pick any characcter and write what they would consider the next
chapter of this story from that character’s perspective.
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